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1. Introduction. Let/: M"-> N" be C" where M" and N" are C manifolds

of dimensions n and p, respectively. Let Rk(f) be the set of points in M" at which

the Jacobian matrix of/ has rank at most k. In [3, (1.3)] it was shown that

dim (f(Rk)) S k. Here the following result is proved :

1.1. Theorem. // i^:nm(Np - f(Rk)) ^ nm(Np) is the homomorphism on the

mth homotopy groups induced by the inclusion map i, then i+ is an isomorphism

(onto) for m + k S p — 2, and is onto for m + k 5S p — 1.

For example, if/:£2->£5 is a C2 map, then ni(E5 — f(E2)) — 0. It is easy

to see that some differentiability condition is required.

Also the embedding of the set/(£) of [2, Theorem] (proved in [3]) is discussed.

For n ^ 2, Fnd is the canonical open map defined by:

F„,d(xi,x2,---,x„) = (ui,u2, •••,«„),

where ut + iu2 = (xx + ix2)dand u} = Xj (i — J — 1; d = 1,2, ■■•;j = 3,4, ••-,«).

1.2. Theorem. Let f : M" -> N" be C and open (n ^ 2), where M" is compact

or f is light. Then there exists a closed set Ef, dim(£f) ¡g n — 3, such that for

each x in M" — Ef there exists a neighborhood of x on which f is topologically

equivalent to one of the canonical maps F „ d(d = 1,2,-•■). Moreover, ni(Nn—f(Ef))

is isomorphic to ni(Nn) under the homomorphism induced by inclusion.

The set Ef is (defined to be) the minimal set satisfying the second sentence.

Notation. The set Rq(h) may be denoted simply by Rq, when this causes no

ambiguity. The restriction of a function/to a space X will be denoted by f\X,

the interior of X by intZ, and the closure of X by X or C\[X]. For f:X-+Ep

the coordinate functions will be denoted by/¡ (i = l,2,---,p).

The distance between two points x and y will be denoted by d(x, y), and the

function d may refer (even in the same sentence) to distance on two different

metric spaces; from the context, however, the meaning will be clear. An open

sphere about x of radius s will be denoted by S(x,s).

Throughout the paper M" and Np will be manifolds (not necessarily con-

nected) of the indicated dimensions.
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Although the basic ideas of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 are not new, the author could

not locate the results in the literature, and thus he includes the proofs for com-

pleteness.

2. Preliminary lemmas.

2.1. Lemma. Let Q be a finite polyhedron, let a:Q-*Np be continuous, let

v > 0, and let V be an open p-cell in Np. Let P cV be a finite polyhedron

(in a triangulation of V) with dim P + dim Q _ p, let E c P be a compact set with

dim£ + dimQ _ p — 1, and let W be an open neighborhood in V of Pna(Q).

Then there exists a map ß:Q-*Np such that

(1) d(a,ß)<v;

(2) ß agrees with a on a~1(Np - W);

(3) ß(a~\W))cz W;and

(4) ß(Q)r>E = 0, and ß(Q)n P is a finite set in the simplices of P with

largest dimension.

Proof. Let X and Y be open sets with compact closures (in V) such that

Pna(Q) c7,fcl,andfc W. Let R be a finite subpolyhedron of ß such that

a'\X) c intR and R c a~\W). Choose p > 0 such that p < v,

(a) p < d(a(R), V - W),

(b) p < d(f, V - X), and

(c) p<d(a(Q),Pn(V-Y)).

Let y be a simplical approximation to a | R such that d(a | R, y) < (lß)p. By a

general position argument we may move the polyhedron y(R) slightly, defining a

simplicial map Ô : R -► V such that d(a\ R,Ô) < (2ß)p and either (i) Ô(R)nP = 0,

in case dimP + dim g < p, or (ii) ö(R)nP is a finite set of points disjoint from

the ((dimP) - l)-skeleton of P, in case dimP + dimß = p. In case (i), let the

map X:R-*V be <5. In case (ii) £ is nowhere dense in P [5, p.46]; thus by moving

S(R) slightly we may define A such that d(a\ R,X) < p and X(R)nE = 0.

Define ß by: ß = a on Q - intR, ß = X on a-1^), and ß = t ■ X + (1 - t)a

elsewhere, where

d(x,e-intJ?)
R '    d(x,Q - intR) + d(x,a~ \X))

That ß is continuous and satisfies conclusions (1) and (2) is immediate. For (3),

it suffices to prove that ß(R) c W, which follows from (a) and the fact that

d(a,ß)<p. For (4) ß(R-a~\X))cz V-Y by (b), and ß(R-a~\X))nP=0

by (c). Thus ß(Q - a~\X))nP= 0, and (4) follows.

2.2. Remark. Let/:M"^-£'' be a C"map, where M" is a C manifold. There

exists a countable number of open Euclidean coordinate neighborhoods Nt which

cover M", and C" diffeomorphisms h':Ni-*E" (i = l,2, ■••). We may suppose

that the sets h\N¡) are mutually disjoint; let V = \JaLihi(Nl), and define

g-.V^E1 by the restriction g\ h'(Nd =/((ä')_1). Then g(R0(g))=f(Ro(f))-
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If Xj is the set of critical points of g¡ (the points at which all first partíais are

zero), then tbhe Lebesgue measure of gJiXf) is zero [8, p. 68, (4.3)](J = 1,2, —,p).

Since R0ig) = O/.i-X/, for each e>0 there exist real numbers a](i = 0, ± 1, — ;

j = \,2,---,p) such that \a) — af |<e and the (p — \)-planes gj = a) are

disjoint from giR0ig)) (=/(R0(/)))-

2.3. ¿Remark. In [3,(1.1)], if the dependent variables are ordered so that

det [Djh,]ix)^0 (/ = 1,2, ■■-,q; some q values of j), then k2 may be chosen to be

the identity ; thus g~ '(a) is actually h ~ '(a). To see this, replace the version of the

rank theorem used in [3] by [7, pp. 7-8].

2.4. Lemma. // W¡ is an open cover of the locally compact metric space R,

then there exists a cover X¡ closed in R such that X¡ c W¡ii = 1,2, ••-,£).

Proof. If L = 1, then Xy = Wy. Otherwise we proceed by induction. Let

Y = R — U¡#i W¡. For each yeY let Siy,sy) be a sphere in R with compact

closure, diy,R — Wy) > 2e>'. Let S be the union of the closed spheres, and let

Xy=S (closure in R). Suppose that xJ-*x, where xJeS and xeR, and that

xJeCl[Siy},£J)]. If eJ -+0, then y1 ->x. Thus x is in thle cosed set T, and thus

is in Wy. If eJ-/->0, then there is a subsequence (which we still call £J) such that

6J = e > 0. For some J d(xJ,x) < e, and thus diy1,x) < 2eJ. Hence x £ R - Wy.

As a result, Y c int(Xx) and Xy c Wy.

Since R-int (Xt) is locally compact with open cover W¡r\iR -int(X1))

(i = 2,3,••-,£), there exists by inductive hypothesis a closed (in R-int^j))

cover X¡. The sets X¡ii = 1,2, ••-,£) are the desired closed covers of R.

Definition. An open (resp., closed) coordinate p-rectangle in £pisthe set of

points (x1,x2,---,Xp) such that a¡ < x¡ < b¡ (resp., a¡ _ x¡ _ bt) for some real a¡

and b¡ (i = 1,2,■■-,p).

2.5. Lemma. Let L be a compact subset of Ep, and let {T¡}ii = 1,2, ---,r) be a

cover of L by open coordinate p-rectangles. Then there exist a bounded open

iin £0 cover {Hj}ij = 1,2,—,s) of L and sets jVjC {1,2, cz,r} such that:

(1) if i e jTj, then H¡ c T¡ ;

(2) ifHjC\Hkï0andj>k,thenJrkcArj;

(3) there exists ô>0 such that each sphere Siy,ô) meets at most 2P sets of the

cover Hj ;

(4) there is a cover {Gj} of L by closed coordinate p-rectangles with GjC ff,

(j = l,2,-,s).

Proof. There is a cover {[/,} of L by closed coordinate p-rectangles with

[/¡c T,;let^({¿}) = {l/¡}(¿ = 1,2,—,r). Since UhC\ U¡is compact,it has a finite

cover by open coordinate p-rectangles each of whose closures is contained in

Thn T¿(if UhrMJ¡ = 0, then the cover is empty). Let <%i{h,i}) be the set of

these closed p-rectangles, and let C/({/i,i}) be their union (/i jt i;h,i = l,2,--,r).
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We continue by induction. Suppose that, for all /c {1,2, ■•■,/•} with at most

A elements, °U(J) and U(S) have been defined such that :

(A,l) U(J)^Ç\Ti(ieJ).
(A, 2) Suppose that x e U(f)n U(Jf), where each of,/ and Jf has less than

A elements, f 4; jf and Jf d: ß. Then x is in the interior of a p-rectangle of

"¡((J), for some J with more elements than either f or Jf. (In general, this J is

not unique.)

Let J c (1,2,--,r\ with A+ 1 elements be given. For each pair of subsetsß

and Jiof/ such that / d: ̂ , Jf d:/, and /U ¿f = J, the compact set

U(<?)n l/(Jf ) has a finite cover (possibly empty) by open coordinate p-rectangles,

each of whose closures is contained in Q T¡ (i e J), by (A, 1). Let °ll(J) be the set

of all these closed p-rectangles for all such pairs Jf and Jf, and let U(J) be the

union of the p-rectangles of °U(J). Then the sets %(J) and V(J) for J with

A + 1 elements satisfy (.4 + 1,1) and (A + 1,2). Thus all(J) and U(J) are

defined for all J c {1, 2, •••,/•}.

Consider those (p — l)-planes each of which contains a (p — l)-face of a p-

rectangle of a set °U(J) (J a {1,2, •■•,?•}). The planes bound a finite number

of closed coordinate p-rectangles; let G¡ (j = 1,2, ••■,s) be those each of which

is contained in a set C(./). Then {Gj} is a cover of L of order at most 2P.

Let ^ be a maximal subset J of (1,2, •••,!•} such that G¡ c L/(./); it follows

from (r,2) that there is only one maximal set. We may suppose that the set

{1,2, ...,s} of indices of G¡ has been ordered so that fc <j implies that ^k does

not have more elements than J/'j. That the G} satisfy conclusion (1) follows from

(r, 1). Suppose that there exists xeGjnGk, where ;'> fc and J^ÇJ^; then

xe U(^) U U(JÇ), contradicting (r,2) and the definition (maximality) of jVj.

Thus the sets G¡ satisfy conclusion (2). Choose ô > 0 such that each edge of each

p-rectangle G} has length greater that 40, and let

Hj = {xeEp: d(x, Gj) < ô and x e T¡ (i e^)}.

That the sets H¡(J = l,2,---,s) satisfy the conclusions is immediate.

3. The proof of (1.1).

3.1. Lemma. Let h:U->EP, where U is open in £", n is C, and Ep is a

Euclidean coordinate neighborhood of Np. Suppose that some q x q subdeter-

minant D of the Jacobian determinant of h is nonzero on U (q = l,2, ■■■; no

assumption is made if q = 0), and that Y is a compact subset of U. Let Q be a

finite polyhedron such that q + dim Q ^ p — 1, let a : Q -y Np be continuous, and

let A cz Q be compact with

a(A)nh(YnRq(h)) = 0.

Then, given r¡>0, there exists a map y:Q-yNp such that
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(1) d(a,y)<n,

(2) y agrees with a on AyJa~l(Np — E"), and

(3)y(Q)nh(YnRq(h)) = 0.

Proof. By (2.2) there exist in Ep a finite number of disjoint closed coordinate

p-rectangles of diameter less than n/2, such that the union K is disjoint from

a(A) and h(R0(h)n Y) c intX. Let ß be the map given by (2.1) for a, V = E",

E = P the union of the center points of the p-rectangles of K, W = intiC, and

v = n/2. Let g :Nf - P^-N" - intK be the identity on N"-intK, and, on

each rectangle of K, projection from the center point to the boundary. Then

y = gß is the desired map for q = 0.

For q = 1,2, ••■ we may as well suppose that the dependent variables of D are

indexed by 1,2, ■•■,q, and write £pas Eq x Ep~q. Let n :£p->£ï be the projection

map. By [3, (1.1)] and (2.3), for each weE", h~\{w} x E"'") is a C" (n - q)-

manifold Aw (not necessarily connected). Also Rq(h)nAw = R0(h\Aw), where

h | Aw is the restriction map ; hereafter, Rq denotes Rq(h).

By (2.2) and the above remark, for each weEq, there exists in Ep~q a finite

union K(w) of mutually disjoint closed coordinate (p — oj-rectangles of diameter

less than n • 2~q~l, such that

h(RqnAwn Y) = h(Rqn Y)n({w} x £""«)

c ({w} x int(2C(w)).

We may suppose that

n-2-"-1 <d(h(RqnY), a(A)).

Since h(Rq n Y) is compact, for each w e Eq and for v sufficiently near w,

(*) h(Rqn Y)n({v} x £""«) c({v} x int(K(w))).

Thus there exists an open coordinate q-rectangle neighborhood T(w) such that

(*) holds for each veT(w), and oc(A)n(T(w) x K(w)) = 0. The compact subset

n(h(Rqn Y)) in £8has a finite subcover {T(wJ)} (j = 1,2,—,r). Let G¡, H¡, jV¡

(i=l,2, ...,s) and <5>0 be the sets and number given by (2.5) for L = n(h(RqnY));

we may suppose that ô < n¡2. Let K¡ be the intersection of K(wj) for j e jV¡.

Then {w} x K¡ is also the finite union (possibly empty) of mutually disjoint

closed coordinate (p — oj-rectangles, containing in its interior

h(RqnY)n({w} xEp~q)

for each w in H¡ (by relation (*) above, and by conclusion (1) of (2.5)). Thus

h(YnRq)cz (J (Gi x int(K()).
i = i

Also cc(A) O (Hi x K¡) = 0 (i = 1,2,-,s).
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Let S; be the union of the center points of the (p — g)-rectangles in K¡.Then

Pi — G¡x S¡ is a a-dimensional finite subpolyhedron in (the triangulated set)

E" (i = l,2,--.,s). Let ß1 be the map given by (2.1) for a, v = 5 ■ 2~q, E = P = Pi

and W = Hi x int^j). Thus ß\Q)nPx = 0 by conclusion (4) of (2.1).

Given any map ß' : Q-* Np such that ß'(Q) n P¡ = 0, we now define a map

y1 :Q-» iVp (i = 1,2,— ,s). Choose p, > 0, j«, less than the minimum of d(ß\Q),P¡),

and d(G¡,Eq-Hi); and let

F¡ = {we£'!:íí(w,Gi)</í¡}.

Thus PicFiX S;, and ^'(g) n(^¡ x 5¡) = 0. We will define a map g¡ such that

its domain and range are Np - (F¡ x S¡), and on Np - (F¡ x K¡) g¡ is the identity

map. For each w e F¡,

gX{w} x (£'"« - S,)) cz({w} x (£'-« - S,)),

i.e., 7tg'= 71. For each weG¡, g' is the natural retraction map, i.e., for

xeEp~q — K¡, g1 is the identity map, and for x in a (p — a>rectangle of 2C¡,

g' projects x from the center of the rectangle to the boundary. For weF¡ — G¡

replace each (coordinate) (p — g)-rectangle of K¡, say of side t, with a coordinate

(p — a)-rectangle of the same center and side ipi — diw,G?j)ipi)~xt. Define

g1 on {w} x iEp~9 — S¡) analogously to its definition for weGi. Then gl is

continuous.

We shall show that the map y' defined by yl = glß' (i = 1,2, ■••,s) satisfies the

following properties :

(a) Tiy' = nß' ;

(b) d(yi,ßi)<t1-2-'>-1;

(c) / = ßl on Q - (pT'(Hi x K¡) and y^"1^ x Kt)) <=H,x Kt;

(d) if ß'(Q) n(Gj x int(Kj)) = 0 (/ = 1,2, -, i - 1), then

/(öJniG,,, x int(Km)) = 0   (m = l,2,-,i).

Property (a) holds because ng1 = n, (b) because the diameters of the (p — g)-

rectangles of K¡ are less than r¡ ■ 2~i~1, and (c) is immediate.

Property (d) is clear for m = i. For those j such that H¡r~\Hj = 0, (d) follows

from (c). If Hi r\H} ¿ 0 (J = 1,2, —,i - 1), then J^ij) c J^(i) (by conclusion (2)

of (2.5)), so that Kt c Kj. Suppose that y\Q)n(Gj x int(Kj)) # 0. Then, by (c)

and the hypothesis of (d),

yWT^Hi x int(Ki)))n(Gj x int(Kj)) * 0.

Since ng1 - n and g' = y'iß1)'1,

y'dßY'dHinGj) x int(Ki))) n(Gj x int(X,)) # 0.

Now Kj c Kj, so that
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yW)-\Gj x int(K,.))) n (G, x int(K,)) / 0;

by the hypothesis of (d), we have a contradiction. Thus (d) is satisfied.

A map y1 has been defined. We continue by induction. A set of maps {y¡}

i¡ = 1,2, ••■,/) is said to satisfy property &l if

(a) dinyi,nyi-1)<ö-2-qiy° = a),

(b) diyi,yi-l)<r,-2-<,

(c) yl = y1'1 on oT^ff' - £P)U A u(ß - (y'-1)"1^ x ÍQ),

(d) y'(Ö)n(GjXint(^)) = 0 Ü = l,2,-,i; i_= 1,2, -,/). The set {yi}
satisfies ^j (for (c) remember that a(A)n(ff, x K¡) = 0). Given {y¡}

(i = 1,2, ••■,/) satisfying 0>¡, we will now define yI+1 such that {y'}

(i = 1,2, •••,/ + 1) satisfies ^i + 1.

Let X = PI+1nyIiQ). Since P/+1 = GI+1 x S/+1, if ff,nff/+1=0, then

Xn(G;xX,) = 0 (i = l,2,••-,/). If Hir\HI+yï0, then ^c yTJ+1 by

conclusion (2) of (2.5), so that K, + 1 c Kt. Since P/+1 c (£« x int(X/+1)),

XC\ (G, x bdy(K¡)) = 0. By ¡2»,, (d), X is disjoint from G¡ x int(K,) and thus

from G¡xK¡. Thus X c W, where

IV = (ffi+1 x int(KI+1)) - U (°i x *i>-
i = l

Apply (2.1) for a = y1, £ = P = PJ+1, If, and v < ô - 2~q, calling the resulting

map ßI + 1. Then jß/+1(ß)n PJ+1 = 0. Let yI+1 be the map given for ßI+1.

That {y'} (i = 1,2, •••,/ +1) satisfies ^I+l follows from the corresponding

properties for {y'} (i = 1,2, •••,/), the definitions of ß'+1 and of yI+1 from

ßI+1, and the fact that o<n¡2. For (d), observe that /S/+1=/on

iyIy1iN"-W)   and   ßI+\W)cW.   Thus   0/+1 (ß) n (G, x int (X¡)) = 0

(i-l,2,».,i)lJy^i,(d).
The desired map y is ys. Given any point a(x) in £p, S(7ta(x),<5) (in £?) meets

ff, for at most 2q different i, by the definition of ô. As a result, by 0>s, (a) and

(c), B7'(x)6S(na(x),¿) (i = 1,2, ■••,5). By &„ (b) and the definition of b,

diy,a) < in • 2~q) ■ 29 = n. The remaining properties of y are immediate from

Ps, and the fact that

A(YnR4)cÛ(G,xint(lQ).
i = l

3.2. Lemma. Letf:M"^NpbeaCmap, and let k be a non-negative

integer and Q a finite polyhedron such that k + dimg _ p — 1. Let e be positive,

let Ac Q be compact, and let a:Q-> Np be a map such that a(A) n/(Rt(/)) = 0.

Then there exists a map y.Q^N"such that y(g) n/(R*(/)) = 0, y| A = a| A,

and d(a,y) < s.

Proof. Choose compact sets A¡ c M", and Euclidean coordinate neighbor-
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hoods Ui c M" and Vt e Np (i = 1,2, -) such that Rk e [j^, A¡ c U¡, and

/([/,) c 7,. For each i and q(q = 1,2, •••,min(n, fc)) letDi)4J- be an enumeration

of the q x q subdeterminants of the Jacobian determinant of/| U¡; let Wiqj be the

set of points in Ut at which D¡ j q + 0. Then each set Rq n Wiq j is open in Rq,

and Rqn{JjWiqJ=Uin(Rq- Rq_¡). Let Xi<qJ be the sets closed in

A¡ n (Rq - Rq- J, given by (2.4), such that

Xi,qjcAin(Rq-Rq^)nWitqJ

and \JjXiqJ = Atn(Rq - R^J; let X¡¡0 t = At n £0-
We may order the sets Xl>gj lexicographically (for each i, there are only a finite

number of q and j), and rename them Cs (s = 1,2, •••). Some of the sets may be

empty. For each S there exist L, Q, and T (S, T = 1,2, • • • ; T g S ; L, ß = 0,1, • • •)

such that
L \

\u(AL+1nRQ)
s=i        L\>=i   /

and IJCS (s = F + 1, T + 2, •••,S) is the union of sets ^"l+i.q+i ; for none,

some or all of the possible;'. Since each of the limit points (in M") of the second

set is either in that set or in AL+l ni?c,(JCs (s = 1,2,--,S) is compact. Let

Gs denote this set.

Let y1 be the map given by (3.1) for n =/| Uu Ep = Vu q = 0, Y = ^x, and

n = 8/2. Let £! = e/2, and let ^ ^ d(y1(ß),/(C1)), ¿i > 0.

Suppose that a set of maps ys:Q-*Np and numbers ss > 0 and ¿s>0

(s = 1,2, ..-jiS) have been defined such that

(5.1) f\A = f-1\A(y° = a),
(5.2) d(ys(fi),/(Gs))^¿s,and

(S, 3) d(y",ys 1)<ss, where ss is the minimum of e ■ 2~s and <5r • 2~s+r_1

(r = l,2,-,s-l).

Let es+1 be defined as in (S,3), let

Z = {xeJVp:d(x,/(Gs))<ás/2},

and let Y = (NP - Z) nf(Cs+1). Since Cs+1 - Cs+1 c Gs, Y is compact. Let

ys+' be the map given by (3.1) for h =/| Wi¡qJ (where Cs+1 = ATi>4>,.), Ep = Ff, the

above set Y, a = ys, and n = cs+1. Then ys+11A = ys | A, and ys+1(ß)n/(7) =0.

Since d(ys+1,ys)<es+i ^¿s/4, yS+1(ß)^Z = 0. Thus there exists 5S+1>0

such that

rf(rs+1(o),/(Gs+1))^¿s+1.

Let y be the limit of the maps ys (s = 1,2, •••); then d(a,y) < e by (S, 3) and

a | A = y | A by (S, 1). Now (for r = 1,2, •• -, s - 1 ; s = 1,2, •• •),

d(y(ß),/(GP))> ¿r- Z  8,fcí,(l -    Z   2~s+'-1) 2:0,12.
J-r+l \ J=r+1 /
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Thus y(Q)n/(Gr) = 0(r = 1,2,-), so that y(ß)n/(R,) = 0.

The proof of (1.1). That i* is one-to-one follows from (3.2) with

Q = Smx [0,1] and A = (Sm x {0,l})U({x0} x [0,1]) (m + k = p - 2). It is

well known that, given a:Sm->Np, a(x0) = y0, there exists ¡s>0 such that, if

y : Sm -* Np, y(x0) = y0, then y is homotopic to a in Np. That i% is onto follows

from (3.2) for Q = Sm and A = {x0} (m + k g p - 1).

3.3. Remarks. Actually, we have proved more than (1.1) states. Given any

e > 0 and a map or homotopy a in Np, the map or homotopy y found in JVP — /(Rt)

has d(oc, y) < e.

For all n and p andf:M"-yNp only C~l in = 2), (1.1) is not true. Let

gj-.EJ^>El be the maps given by [9] with critical arcs Ay, let Hj = gJ~1iiO,l))

([0,1] = gjiAj)), let r :(0,1) -+ E1 be a C°° homeomorphism, and let h, : ff, -► £*

be the restriction map rg,-1 Hj (J = 1,2, —, n). For p = 1, h„ is the desired example

/since £ * = /i„(R0(nJ). Given p and; (j = 2,3, —, min(n,p); p = 2,3, •••), define

f:HjxE"-J->Ep

by /¡(xi,x2, -,x„) = fc/Xi.Xjs,— ,*,) (i = 1,2, •••,;); /j(x1,x2,---,x„) = x¡

(i=; + 1./ + 2,—, min(n,p)); and f¿xux2,— ,xA = 0 (i = min(n,p)+1,

min(n,p) + 2, -,p). Then /(Rmin(n ,„)-/(/)) is a tame open (min(n,p) - j + l)-cell

in £p, and

np-min(n,p)+j-2iEP -fiRmm{n,p)-jif))) ¥= 0.

Also, it is easy to see that (1.1) does not hold for fiRkif)) replaced by

C1[/(R*(/))].

4. The proof of (1.2). The set Ef is the minimal set £ satisfying [3, (2.1)],

and Ef c Bf (definition in [4, p. 528]).

4.1. Lemma. Suppose that in (3.1) n = p _ 3, h is C light open, q = n — 2,

and dimQ _ 2 'rather than q + dimQ _ p — 1). If Rq(h) is replaced by Eh, then

the corresponding conclusion holds.

Proof. We will describe only the changes in the proof of (3.1) which are re-

quired here. Of course the first paragraph of that proof is irrelevant in this case.

In the second paragraph, and thereafter, Rqih) is replaced by Eh (and the state-

ment relating R0 and Rq is omitted).

The restriction map h \ Aw is light open [10, p. 147, (7.2)], and the union of the

branch sets R(n | Aw) is Bh [3, proof of (2.1)]. Thus

(1) hiBh n Y), and in particular n(£A n Y), meets each plane {w} x £2 in a

finite set [10, p. 198, (5.1)].

(2) Let A =7t(/!(£hn Y)); then A is a compact nowhere dense subset of £"~2

[3, proof of (2.1)]. Thus dim A = n - 3 [5, p. 44]. (Actually in [3, proof of (2.1)]

the analogous—and equivalent—statement for the projection of Eh itself was

shown.)
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Because of (1), the sets G¡, Hh and K¡ may be defined as before, with L = A.

Let ß1 be the map given by (2.1) for a, v = ô • 2~«, V = £", P = Pi,

£ = (Gi n A) x Si (dim £ = n- 3 by (2)), and W = Hlx mt(K.t). Thus ß1(Q)nPi

is a finite set in int(P]), and

01(ß)n((G1nA)xS1) = 0.

Given any map ßl :Q-+NP such that ßl(Q) nPt is a finite set [a, J

(J = l,2,-,fcf)and

/?i(ß)n((GinA)xSi) = 0,

we now define a map y' :ß->JVp. Define p¡ so that, in addition to its previous

properties,

pi<d(n(aiJ), AubdyiG,))

(j = 1,2, •••,fc¡). Define gl as before except on {w} x Kt for (w,ii(a¡j)) ¿ p¡.

For each such w replace each (coordinate) 2-rectangle of K¡, say of side t, with

a coordinate 2-rectangle of the same center and side d(w,n(a¡Jj)(p1)~1t. Define

g1 on {w} x (£2 - S¡) analogously to its definition for w elsewhere in G¡.

Beginning with the properties (a), (b), (c) and (d) of the map y ' obtained from

/?', the sets Gj should be replaced by G¡ n A for the rest of the proof (P¡ remains

Gj x Sj). The only other change is that in the definition of ßI+1 (2.1) is applied

for a = y1, P = PI+1, E = (GI+1 n A) x Sr,

W = (HI+1 x int(KI+1)) - U ((G,n A) x IQ,
¡ = i

and v<c5 • 2"«. Then J?J+1(ß)nP/+1 is a finite set, and ßl+1(Q)nE = 0.

4.2. Lemma. Letf:M" -y N" be a C light open map, n = 3, and let Q be a

finite polyhedron with dim ß = 2. Let e be positive, let Ac ß ¿e compact,

and let a:Q-> N"be a map such that a(A)nf(Ef)= 0. Then there exists a map

y.Q^N" such that y(Q)nf(Ef) = 0, y | A = a| A, and d(a,y) < e.

The proof is a slight modification ofthat of (3.2), and we only give the changes

and additions. The compact sets At are defined so that Ef = (J¡/4¡.

Define the sets Xti9j (q = Q,l,---,n — 3) as before. Given the locally compact

space At — Rn-3, the sets A¡ n Wij(I_2iJ. form an open cover since EfcBfcz J?n_2

[3, (1.6)]; let Xi¡n-2J be the closed cover of A¡ - £„_3 given by (2.4). As in (3.2)

Gs is compact (s = 1,2, ■■•).

The only other change occurs in the case that Cs+1 is a set Xiy„-.2tj (rather than

Xi<qJ; q = 0,1, -..n - 3): let ys+1 be the map given by (4.1), rather than by (3.1).

The proof of (1.2). We need only prove the last sentence [3, (2.1)]. For n = 2
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the conclusion is immediate since Ef=0. For n = 3 the proof is identical to that

of (1.1), except that (4.2) is used instead of (3.2) and that m = 1.

The last statement (the extension) of (1.1) answers a question S. S. Cairns asked

the author. It might be useful because locally such a map is a pseudo-covering

map [4, p. 529, Definition 5 and (1.4)].

4.3. Remark. Let n = 3, let K be a coordinate 3-cell in N3, and let Y be a

compact set in M3 such that f(Y) <z V. Then the (at most) O-dimensional set

f(Y n Ef) is tame in V, i.e., there exists a homeomorphism h : V -* £3 such that

h(f( Y n Ej-)) is contained in a straight line.

By arguments analogous to those preceding one may show that, for each

e > 0, there exist mutually disjoint polyhedral 3-cells C¡ (i = 1,2, —, m) such that

f(Ef n Y) c yint(C¡). The conclusion follows from [1, pp. 435-436]. That (1.2)

does not imply the conclusion follows from [6]. (The author is indebted to

L. V. Keldys for supplying this reference.)
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